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Key Benefits

Simplify Communication


Supplier compliance is critical to reducing risk, ensuring 

quality, and meeting customer expectations, but the 

activities involved can be tedious and time-consuming. 

Know how well each supplier is performing, instantly. 

Increase visibility into your supply chain without the hassle, 

all while making it easier for your trusted partners.


Maximize productivity


Save time 


Eliminate paper & emails


Simplify supplier processes


Improve performance


Reduce supplier risk 


Real-time risk monitoring


Supplier task dashboard


Supply chain visibility 

Put an end to back-and-forth emails about expiring 

certificates and other supplier details with a convenient and 

secure supplier network. Leverage a user-friendly supplier 

portal to digitally share and capture requirements, trigger 

notifications, and save time for both your internal teams and 

your suppliers. Set up a new supplier in minutes and 

associate existing supplier- and item-based requirement 

sets to qualify them quickly and easily.




Assess & Reduce Supplier Risk

Enable Remote Supplier Audits


About SafetyChain Get in touch

Leverage SafetyChain’s secure supplier portal to collect, 
retrieve, and analyze all necessary documents for thorough and 
hassle-free remote audits. Suppliers can add attachments and 
be assigned tasks, while your internal teams can perform sign-
offs efficiently.


Unlock visibility across your supply 
chain to identify and reduce risks. 

Use intuitive features like supplier 
scorecards and risk assessments to 
score and track your suppliers. 

Easily access all of your vendor 
scorecarding data via one 

integrated platform. Drive 

business decisions with combined 
insights from supplier compliance 
and performance in 

one place.


SafetyChain is the #1 Plant Management Platform that improves 
yield, maximizes productivity, and ensures compliance for 
process manufacturers. Trusted by over 1,500 facilities, 
SafetyChain is the only enterprise solution uniting production, 
quality, safety, and supplier management. 
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